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This essay of Photography in the Mass Media will explain how I have used 

inspiration from Man Ray’s photography, referencing Barthes theories of semiology 

and Berger’s Way of Seeing to understand the significant importance of his 

photography and how it has informed theoretical and academic study.  Further using 

this study to relate into my own photography practise which will also investigate into 

Berger’s Signifiers and Consistency in Created Game Spaces and Benjamin’s 

Reproduction in the Mechanical Age to support my project proposal: creating 

familiarity of gaming iconography within real world environments with hopes to re 

activate the readers’ perception of Benjamin’s aura. 

The artist that I will be researching for my project will be the photography of 

Man Ray from 1920 to late 1930 where his Dada and Surrealist photographs 

became very prolific in his career. 1915, a time when the industrial revolution is in full 

effect, it has become the cultural and intellectual shift in society and photography is 

responding in a way that no-one could ever imagine at the time. Pre-revolutionary 

Russia began to imagine a new culture, a new unconventional language for a new 

society. Futurism was introduced to deliberately attempt to change the traditions of 

‘normal’ Art and Language heavily committed to revolutionary politics (Watney 

1982)1. Contradictory to Futuristic theory, Man Ray experimented on mundane 

inanimate objects and subjects to make them extraordinary. Much like what Burgin 

explains “This common ground of meaning – whether it concerns the emotional, the 

practical, the historical, or whatever other aspect of shared experience – Barthes 

terms the stadium.” (Burgin 1986)2 This stadium can be also related back to artists 
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such as Van Gogh who attempted to erase their experiences and traditions they 

grew up with in order to create a unique, original piece of subject. 

To understand the significance of Man Ray’s photography we explore into the 

writings of Roland Barthes investigations into Saussurean Semiology, the study of 

signs and their importance in our cultural upbringing. “The signified and the signifier, 

in Saussurean terminology, are the components of the sign” the sign being “places in 

a series of terms which have affinities and dissimilarities with it, the relation between 

two relata.” (Barthes 1964)3 Barthes has strongly fortified that sign has been a prime 

example of distinguishing meaning from visual culture for centuries however only 

recognised as an academic study after Aristotle and Plato’s investigations, we can 

associate sign with almost everything particularly visual but also in audio, language 

and much more, however particularly with religion and their paintings.  

“Madonna and Child” (Giotto Di Bondone, 1330)4 

features several cognitive signs within the painting but 

first, looking at the signifier in the image the audience is 

witness to a young woman holding a child in her arms. 

The Signified within the image features two halo’s over 

their heads, representing an aura of innocence, they are 

without sin, “the signified is not ‘a thing’ but a mental 

representation of the ‘thing” (Barthes 1964)5. The 

signifier and signified form the sign. 

                                                           
3 Barthes, R. (1964) “Elements of Semiology”, New York: Hill and Wang 

4
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Man Ray experimented with making the ordinary into 

extraordinary, his famous photograph “Le Violon 

D'Ingres” (Man Ray, 1924)6 features a young, female, 

nude facing away from the lens with violin f-holes 

engraved into her middle. “Ray’s surrealist photos are 

little more than illustrations of the current iconography of 

surrealist taste at any particular time. The task for most 

surrealist photography became anything of significance 

can be made strange by taking it from familiar surroundings and recontextualising it.” 

(Watney 1982)7 Man Ray took the significance of the musical instrument the ‘f-hole’ 

and reproduced it on the female person negotiating the suppressed desires and 

emotions of Bourgeois society, enforcing the male gaze. The woman is being looked 

at by the men: her acceptance of surveying the woman in herself as male, she turns 

herself into an object - an object of vision. (Berger 1972)8 Man Ray’s addition of the 

‘f-holes’ are a double entendre of creating the female as an object. 

Also seen in Man Ray’s readymade as Duchamp9 describes, ‘Object to be 

destructed’ (1923) the viewer is subjected to none other than an ordinary household 

metronome, better known for keeping in time with music composition or hypnosis. 

Man Ray transforms this object into a subject, the familiar to the unfamiliar; he 

attaches a cut-out print of a female eye to the pin. 
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 “The photographic eye transforms the object from the familiar to the darkly 

erotic: were it ticking, the eye would swing back and forth, suggesting a kind of 

hypnosis in which one eye (the works) puts others (those of the viewers) into a 

trance. Although the eye is clearly and beautifully feminine, its status as a bodily 

fragment makes it grotesque, even frightening” (Umland, A. & Sudhalter, A. 2008)10 

The context of this explains how an ordinary object, which has served a fundamental 

purpose to educating musical timing and rhythm has become the strange, a 

surrealist fragment of our own desire of the dominant gaze switched upon the 

audience. A fantastic representation of what Dadaism set out to achieve, “What they 

intended and achieved was a relentless destruction of the aura of their creations, 

which they branded as reproductions with the very means of production” (Benjamin, 

1935)11 

Man Ray’s photography, whether it be regarded as dada or surrealist is not 

why I’m interested in his work, even constructing ‘gift’ (1921) on the spot after a drink 

it may be considered a readymade piece described by Duchamp12 but the 

significance of connotation within his creations is exactly what I aim to achieve within 

my own photographic project.  

This leads me to my main topic within this essay, my photographic project will 

consist of cultural gaming iconography from the past 3 decades (1980-2011) and 

reproducing them in real world environments within the Roe Valley, Limavady. My 
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hometown, which will be mapped within Google Maps13 data, edited and uploaded 

within Flickr14 to distribute my art in a tangible fashion as if you were immersed within 

a game itself. “Deeper immersion generally makes for a better game. Properly 

deployed, references to real or fictional worlds within the player’s experience will all 

serve to enhance the immersive qualities of a game.” (Berger, 2008)15 What 

happens if we switch the roles of referencing, instead: game iconography into real 

world environments. 

My readings of Barthes and Burgin I have decided to attempt change within 

the meaning of my photographs deliberately, by manipulating video game characters 

and iconography. I hope to change the connotative meaning the reader will have 

upon viewing the photographs. Regardless if they recognise the gaming elements or 

not, the difference between these meanings will change significantly dependant on 

the readers experience with these video game elements. If not, allow them to 

comment how they feel and how they read my photographs without the relatable 

experience that others will have.  

My reasoning behind using an online portfolio such as Flickr can be supported 

with Berger’s explanation of internal signifiers within video games, “Designers may 

be able to use signifiers to build the player’s map of the created game space before 

depicting that space” (Berger 2008)16 What Berger states is that signifiers within the 
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Sudmann, A & Stockmann, R, ed. 1 Computer Games as a Sociocultural Phenomenon: Games Without 
Frontiers War Without Tears, New York: Palgrave Macmillan. 
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game such as road signs, maps or HUD17 can be used to inform the player of 

locations or events before the player actually reaches that space. With the use of 

Google Maps and Flickr I will create an interactive map - this map will allow any 

readers of the photograph to click within it to redirect them towards the next image in 

my project. This technique will “allow the designer to suggest part of the game world 

to a player before she arrives” (Berger 2008)18 The iconography that I will manipulate 

into Google Maps will be of significance to the location and also the gaming culture, 

the signifier may demonstrate a Tetrimino19 embedded into the map, once clicked 

the reader will be transported to another image which will feature Tetris (2007)20 

manipulated into a real world environment.  

The linked page would present Tetriminoes embedded into a photograph of a 

building under construction. Referencing back to Barthes (1964)21 the denotation of 

this photograph would feature a worn down building, scaffolding, broken glass, and 

Tetris blocks falling from the sky, the connotative meaning: if the reader has 

experience of playing Tetris will have a super effect on the photograph, not only does 

this represent a structure to be rebuilt by a video game’s iconography but also re-

enforces the psychological experience and memories the reader had of the game 

itself and their familiarity within the location itself. “The introductory montage in the 

classic game Half-Life (1998) is a great example of consistency and expectation-

setting. Nothing happens; you are in a tramcar which trundles through the black 

Mesa complex, carrying you into your lab at the heart of it. What it accomplishes, 
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 Heads-up Display 
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 Berger, P. (2008) “There & Back Again: Reuse, Signifiers & Consistency in Created Game Spaces”, in Jahn-
Sudmann, A & Stockmann, R, ed. 1 Computer Games as a Sociocultural Phenomenon: Games Without 
Frontiers War Without Tears, New York: Palgrave Macmillan. 
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 Tetrimino: A single shaped block used in Tetris to stack upon others to form a line to score points. 
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 Tetris Online, Inc. (2007). “Tetris” [DISC] Xbox360 Arcade. US: Microsoft Game Studios 
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 Barthes, R. (1964) “Elements of Semiology”, New York: Hill and Wang 
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though, is that it gives you the sense that this is a fully realized place, with its own 

geography. On your way out through the shattered complex you will pass some of 

the places seen on the way in. This self-reinforcement enhances the experience.” 

(Berger, 2008)22 Can I create a familiarity of the landscape and the video game 

iconography to become an immersed alternative reality? This is what I aim to find out 

in the feedback I will receive. 

The most important issue that I will be forced to consider during my photo 

manipulations is the aura within photography, Benjamin describes the aura as a 

sense of originality, evoking emotions from reality of vastness, of epic proportion and 

creativity or spectacle. Benjamin (1935)23 Benjamin’s theory of aura has been 

corrupted by the reproduction of photography, no longer do we see an image as an 

original: the majority of popular culture has been reproduced in so many ways that it 

has become difficult to distinguish which, where or what the original came from. 

Burgers’ Ways of Seeing justifies this by stating “The uniqueness of every painting 

was once part of the uniqueness of the place where it resided. When the camera 

reproduces a painting, it destroys the uniqueness of its image. As a result it’s 

meaning changes. Or, more exactly, its meaning multiplies and fragments into many 

meanings.” Berger (1972)24 Although the aura within the reproduced image has been 

completely lost to popular culture I would like to argue that my project will not 

necessarily  bring back the aura, but it may resemble a new meaning based on the 

experiences the reader will have with gaming iconography. As Benjamin explains “By 

making many reproductions it substitutes a plurality of copies for a unique existence. 
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 Berger, P. (2008) “There & Back Again: Reuse, Signifiers & Consistency in Created Game Spaces”, in Jahn-
Sudmann, A & Stockmann, R, ed. 1 Computer Games as a Sociocultural Phenomenon: Games Without 
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 Benjamin, W. (2008) “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”, United Kingdom: Penguin 
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And in permitting the reproduction to meet the beholder or listener in his own 

particular situation, it reactivates the object reproduced” (Benjamin, 1935)25 My 

photographs will no doubt be a republication of many, many before them -  however 

with my introduction of Tetris and other video game iconography, it will re-activate a 

completely new aura that I can only describe as fundamentally important to those 

who have the experience of the related subject: a new spectacle, of creativity and 

evoking emotions in the reader. 

Case study: Boo’s workhouse.  

 

Boo has been placed within the Limavady Workhouse courtyards, anyone 

who has played Super Mario 64 will have direct relation to the characters and where 

they have been placed within the environment. After publishing this image to Flickr 

and sharing on social networking sites, my feedback consisted of positivity and 

nostalgic reminiscing from my friends and others. This proves that the connotation of 

Boo being placed within the photograph reactivates a sense of aura within that 

location which will hopefully continuously be reactivated upon visiting the 

Workhouse. 

                                                           
25

 Benjamin, W. (2008) “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”, United Kingdom: Penguin 
Publishing. Pp. 3 -  
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I conclude this essay with high hopes that I can produce acceptable standards 

in my photography to fulfil my proposals within this project. I have read and 

understood the collective theory within my research and believe that how I 

manipulate my images will require careful assessment whether they will adhere to re 

imagining the aura in the experience of the reader. How I will distribute my images 

will require careful planning and linking so that my readers will easily navigate 

through the album without losing their interest and immersive qualities in my images. 
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